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Abstra t. This paper presents a new learning algorithm based on de ision tree

ensembles. In opposition to the lassi al de ision tree indu tion method, the trees
of the ensemble are built by sele ting the tests during their indu tion fully at random. This extreme randomization makes the onstru tion of the ensemble very fast
even on very large datasets with high dimensionality. The method is validated on
several lassi ation problems. On several problems, this method is as fast as the
lassi al de ision tree indu tion method but at the same time mu h more a urate.
It is also mu h faster and more a urate than de ision tree bagging. All in all, the
proposed algorithm is a good generi method espe ially interesting to handle very
large datasets.

1 Introdu tion
Re ently, one the most a tive resear h eld in ma hine learning is the study of methods based
on an ensemble of models [11℄. Ensemble methods onsists in growing several models with a
lassi al ma hine learning algorithm. Then, the predi tions of these models are aggregated to
provide a nal predi tion potentially better than individual ones. Ensemble methods essentially
di er in the way the di erent models are produ ed from the same learning sample and in the
way the individual predi tions are aggregated.
One of the most popular family of ensemble methods is de ned by Perturb and Combine
methods. These methods onsists in perturbing the learning algorithm and/or the learning
sample so as to produ e di erent models from the same learning sample. The predi tions of these
models are then aggregated by a simple average or a majority vote in the ase of lassi ation.
The most popular representative of this family is ertainly bagging [4℄ where the di erent models
are produ ed by drawing a bootstrap repli ate of the learning sample before ea h indu tion step.
These methods are very su essful mainly be ause of the improvement of a ura y they bring
to traditional ma hine learning methods, like de ision trees or neural networks. Nevertheless,
the indu tion of a set of models requires mu h omputational e ort during the indu tion stage.
When applied to de ision trees, most ensemble methods a tually onsists in perturbing the
algorithm responsible for the sear h of the optimal test during tree growing. In the ontext of
an ensemble method, it is thus ne essary to somewhat deteriorate the lassi al deterministi
indu tion algorithm to produ e the di erent trees. The algorithm proposed in this paper exploits this hara teristi of perturb and ombine algorithms to improve the a ura y and the
omputational eÆ ien y of de ision trees. These motivations are espe ially important in the
ase of very large datasets where de ision trees do not provide the expe ted a ura y and the
omputing time of ensemble methods like bagging remains quite ostly.
This paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2, we give a general des ription of what we
all the Perturb and Combine (P&C) paradigm. Several instan es of this paradigm proposed in
the literature are then enumerated. After a brief summary of the lassi al TDIDT algorithm,
Se tion 3.2 des ribes some P&C algorithms spe i ally designed for de ision trees. A detailed
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des ription of our proposal is given in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, this method is ompared to single
de ision trees, bagging, and random forests (another re ent P&C algorithms for de ision trees)
on several lassi ation problems.

2 Perturb and Combine algorithms
Several ensemble methods whi h have been proposed in the literature satisfy to the perturb
and ombine (P&C) paradigm [5, 7℄ whi h pro eeds as follows (from a learning sample ls and
a given learning algorithm):

{ Learning stage: For i going from 1 to T :




perturb the learning algorithm (e.g. by perturbing its data or settings of its parameters)
with a set of random parameters i drawn independently from a distribution P ("jls)
apply the perturbed algorithm to get a model fls;i
To make a predi tion at a point a, build the aggregated predi tion fP C de ned

{ Test stage:
by:

fP C (a) = aggrTi=1 ffls;i (a)g;

(1)

where \aggr" onsists either in taking the majority lass among the predi tions given by
the T models from the ensemble or in averaging the lass onditional probability estimates
given by these models (of ourse, if models give these estimates) and outputting the most
probable lass a ording to the resulting onditional distribution.
Bagging belongs to this family of methods. In this ase, the random parameter i des ribes
a bootstrap sample from the initial learning sample. Breiman has proposed in [6℄ to perturb
the learning algorithm by randomizing the output lasses of the learning ases. Another P&C
method has been proposed by Ho [17℄. It onsists in sele ting a random subset of the input
attributes before building ea h model of the ensemble. While all these methods are independent
of any parti ular learning algorithm, there also exist several variants of P&C methods that
dire tly randomize the learning algorithm and leave the data un hanged. The next se tion will
be devoted to variants of de ision trees.

3 De ision trees and P&C methods
The de ision tree indu tion method [9℄ is a very popular ma hine learning algorithm. It is among
the most eÆ ient learning algorithms and it further provides interpretable results by means of
logi al lassi ation rules. Nevertheless, de ision trees su er from a very high varian e [15℄ whi h
prevent them from ompeting with other algorithms from the point of view of a ura y. This
high varian e and their omputational eÆ ien y have made of this method the method of hoi e
for the design of P&C algorithms. Indeed, be ause of the high varian e, the improvement of
a ura y with ensemble methods is often very impressive. On the other hand, the onstru tion
of several trees is not too limitative be ause of the omputational eÆ ien y. For this reason,
we nd in the literature a great number of P&C algorithms dedi ated to de ision trees. Before
des ribing some of them, we brie y re all the prin iples behind top-down indu tion algorithms
for de ision trees (For more details, see for example [9℄ or [19℄).

3.1 Top-down indu tion of de ision trees
The top-down indu tion algorithm of de ision trees onsists in re ursively partitioning the
learning sample into subsamples where the output lass is onstant, with (usually binary) tests
based on attribute values. To this end, a s ore measure is de ned that evaluates the ability
of a test to separate the learning sample into subsamples as pure as possible in terms of the
output lassi ation. The algorithm starts with the whole set of learning ases. For ea h input
attribute, it sear hes for the test whi h maximizes the s ore. Then, globally, the test whi h has
the highest s ore is sele ted to separate the learning sample and the same pro edure is repeated
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to split the subsamples orresponding to both issues of the test. The algorithm stops when the
subsamples are deemed pure enough in terms of the output lassi ation.
Tests on numeri al attributes are generally binary and of the form [xi < xth ℄ whi h ompares
the value of an attribute xi to a threshold xth , also alled a dis retization threshold. The
algorithm whi h sear hes for the best test for an attribute xi thus onsists in determining the
value of the dis retization threshold whi h maximizes the s ore. Generally, s ore measures are
sensible only to the proportion of obje ts in ea h lass and thus, the sear h for the best threshold
is arried out among at most N possible values for a subsample of size N and requires to sort
this subsample a ording to the attribute.

3.2 Variants of P&C methods for de ision trees
Several ensemble methods have been proposed whi h dire tly perturb this algorithm to generate
di erent models from the same learning sample. For example, Ali and Pazzani [1℄ perturb the
algorithm by repla ing the hoi e of the best test by the hoi e of a test at random among the
best ones. If S  is the s ore of the optimal test, a test is randomly sele ted, with a probability
proportional to its s ore, among the tests whi h have a s ore greater than S 
:S  , where
is some onstant between 0 and 1. Dietteri h [12℄ proposes a very similar approa h whi h
onsists in randomly sele ting a test among the 20 best splits. Ho [17℄ builds de ision trees by
lo ally sele ting the best test among only a random subset of all the input attributes. Breiman
[7℄ ombines this latter idea with bagging in his \random forests" algorithm. All these methods
give at least ompetitive results with bagging but often are signi antly better than this latter
method.

4 Extremely randomized trees
A ommon hara teristi of the ensemble methods des ribed in the previous se tion is that they
all onsists in hoosing a test during the indu tion whi h is not anymore the optimal test, i.e.
the one that maximizes the s ore measure. One on lusion whi h an be drawn from the good
behaviour of these algorithms is thus the fa t that it is possible to deteriorate to some extent
the lassi al algorithm of Se tion 3.1 whi h looks at ea h step for the best test and still improve
a ura y by aggregating the predi tions of several of these suboptimal trees.
From this analysis, the idea of the algorithm proposed here is to go one step further than
existing algorithms in terms of perturbation in order (1) to better improve a ura y by redu ing
even more the varian e and (2) to take advantage of this degree of freedom with respe t to the
lassi al indu tion algorithm to improve omputational eÆ ien y.
A detailed des ription of the proposed algorithm is given in the next subse tion. Its omputational omplexity is dis ussed in Subse tion 4.2.

4.1 Proposed algorithm
Although the P&C algorithms presented in Se tion 3.2 are quite di erent from the original
TDIDT algorithm, they still require the determination of the best tests for every attributes
(in Ali and Pazzani's and Dietteri h's algorithms) or at best for a xed number of them (in
Ho's and Breiman's algorithms). Nevertheless, it is not lear that this optimization is really
ne essary in the ontext of ensemble methods. This question is espe ially justi ed sin e several
authors (see for example [13℄ or [15℄) have observed the very high varian e of the parameters
that de ne de ision tree tests with (even small) variations of the learning sample. So, this high
varian e somewhat jeopardizes the need for an optimization.
Here, we propose to go one step further than existing P&C algorithms by randomizing
both dis retization thresholds and attribute hoi es. Our random tree indu tion algorithm is
des ribed in Table 1. The trees that are grown by this algorithm are alled extra-trees for
3

Table 1.

Extra-tree growing algorithm

To build an extra-tree from a learning sample LS :

{ Create a node N and atta h to this node the whole learning sample ls(N ) = LS;
{ Set L = fNg, the list of open nodes;
{ While L is not empty:

1. Sele t and remove a node N from L; Set La to the list of all input attributes.
2. If all the elements of the set ls(N ) are of the same lass C or if all attributes are onstant
in ls(N ), then atta h a predi tion to the node N whi h be omes a terminal node of the
tree;
3. Otherwise, sele t an attribute Ai at random from La and remove it from La .
4. Sele t a threshold ath at random for this attribute.
5. If the s ore of the test [Ai < ath ℄ evaluated on ls(N ) is lower than the threshold sth and
if the list La is not empty, return to step 3;
6. Otherwise, denote by [A < ath ℄ the best test among the tests whi h have been evaluated
so far and ompute the subsamples lsl = f(a; ) 2 ls(N )ja < ath g and lsr = f(a; ) 2
ls(N )ja  ath g;
7. Create two nodes Nl and Nr , insert them in L, and set ls(Nl ) = lsl and ls(Nr ) = lsr ;

Two variants to hoose a threshold (step 4):
1. Compute the empiri al mean, Ai (ls(N )), and standard deviation, Ai (ls(N )), of this attribute in the sample ls(N ) and randomly draw the threshold ath a ording to the distribution N (Ai (ls(N )); Ai (ls(N ))).
2. Randomly draw one ase (a; ) from ls(N ) and take ath = ai .

extremely randomized trees. When developing a node, an attribute and a dis retization threshold are sele ted at random. Nevertheless, to avoid very bad test hoi e, the attribute hoi e is
reje ted if the s ore of the resulting test is lower than a given user-de ned threshold, sth .
To randomly hoose a dis retization threshold, two variants have been tested that are des ribed in the lower part of Table 1. The rst one onsists in drawing the threshold at random
from a Gaussian distribution whose mean and standard deviation are given by the orresponding empiri al values estimated from the lo al learning subsample. One drawba k of this variant
is that it is ne essary to ompute the mean and the standard deviation of the attribute at ea h
step of the indu tion. The se ond variant avoid this step by using as the dis retization threshold
the value of the attribute for one obje t randomly drawn from the lo al learning subsample.
With respe t to existing random tree algorithms dis ussed in Se tion 3.2, the main originality of our extra-trees is the ombination of the randomization of attribute and dis retization
threshold and the fa t that the dis retization threshold is really sele ted at random, i.e. not on
the basis of any s ore (ex ept for the ltering of very bad tests). So, the algorithm of Table
1 is not far from a totally random algorithm whi h would build a tree stru ture without even
looking at the learning sample, and use this sample only to determine whi h nodes are terminal
and what labels to atta h to them.
Although this algorithm seems naive at rst sight, it nevertheless builds trees that perfe tly
lassi es instan es from the learning sample (assuming that the attributes allow a perfe t partitioning of the learning sample). Furthermore, the dependen e of the tests to the learning sample
should be very mu h redu ed with respe t to the lassi al indu tion algorithm whi h hooses
the optimal test. The varian e introdu ed by the random hoi es should be an eled out by the
fa t that several models are aggregated. So, globally, we expe t an important improvement of
a ura y at least with respe t to one single lassi al tree.
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4.2 Complexity
In the rst variant, the determination of a random test to split a subsample of size N requires
the omputation of the mean and standard deviation for one randomly drawn attribute and
thus demands order N operations. In the se ond variant, the determination of the random
test requires order 1 operations sin e it is suÆ ient to hoose one obje t randomly from the
subsample. If the s ore threshold is sth is zero, the rst random split is always a epted and
the algorithm omplexity is independent of the number of attributes. However, when the s ore
threshold be omes positive, several attributes may be onsidered to nd a good enough split
and so the omplexity will somehow depend on the number of attributes. When a test is found,
order N operations are ne essary to split the sample in two parts (whatever the variant) and
this step must be repeated at ea h node of the tree. On average, the depth of a tree built from
a learning sample of size N is of order log(N ) and, to in rease the depth by one level, we must
onsider subsamples whi h total size is always N . So, if sth = 0, growing one extra-tree requires
order N: log(N ) operations and, when sth > 0, the omplexity will be M:N: log(N ), where M
is the number of attributes. Assuming that the two variants build trees of the same omplexity,
the number of operations will be smaller in the ase of the se ond variant.
On the other hand, when developing one node in the lassi al TDIDT algorithm, the sear h
of the best test requires to sort the subsample for every attributes and to ompute the s ore
for at most N di erent thresholds per attribute. So, the whole optimization requires order
M:N: log(N ) operations. However, this sort an be done only on e before growing the ensemble
and then subsamples an be sorted in linear time by proje tion against the sorted learning
sample. Nevertheless, this variant requires to store M ve tors of indexes of the learning sample
size and hen e may be detrimental in the ase of very large datasets. When sth = 0 and the
learning sample is pre-sorted, we thus gain with extra-trees a fa tor M in omplexity for the
development of one node. However, when sth > 0, the omplexity of splitting one node of an
extra-tree only di ers by a onstant from the omplexity of splitting one node of a lassi al
tree. This onstant of ourse depends on the s ore threshold. Nevertheless, sin e at most M
splits must be evaluated at ea h node of an extra-tree, we an expe t that splitting one node of
an extra-tree will be faster than splitting one node of a lassi al tree even if the s ore threshold
is high. Of ourse, the total gain in omputing time will also depend on the nal omplexity of
the trees (whi h depends on the size of the learning sample, on the algorithm, and also on the
problem into onsideration).
To make a predi tion with an ensemble of de ision trees, it is suÆ ient to propagate the test
instan e into all the trees of the ensemble. In average, tree depth will be of order log(N ). The
omputation of the predi tion of a set of T trees will thus require in average order T: log(N )
omparisons. So, even if extra-trees are very omplex in term of the total number of nodes,
their use will remain very eÆ ient even for very large learning sample sizes.

5 Experimentation
Our algorithm has been validated on 8 lassi ation problems taken from the UCI ma hine
learning repository [3℄. They are des ribed in Table 2. These problems have been hosen for their
quite large size and be ause all attributes are numeri al. The experimentations have two goals:
rst, validate our algorithm in terms of a ura y, then evaluate its omputational eÆ ien y. In
both ases, the two variants of extra-trees are ompared to lassi al de ision trees, bagging, and
random forests [7℄ (as it is the most re ent representative of P&C methods for de ision trees).
Before des ribing the experiments, the next subse tion opes with some implementation issues.

5.1 Implementation details
The s ore measure used throughout our experiments is the s ore measure proposed by Wehenkel
in [18℄, whi h is written:
2ICT
;
(2)
SCT =
HC + HT
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Table 2. Datasets
Dataset Nb. attributs Nb. lasses
Waveform
21
3
Two-norm
20
2
Satellite
36
6
Pendigits
16
10
Dig44
16
10
Letter
16
26
Isolet
617
26
Mnist
784
10

#LS #T S
4000 1000
8000 2000
4435 2000
7494 3498
14000 4000
16000 4000
6238 1559
60000 10000

where HC denotes lass entropy, HT test entropy (also alled split information by Quinlan),
and ICT their mutual information. It is easy to show that this s ore measure takes its value in
[0; 1℄.
Whatever the algorithm, we have not used any stop splitting riterion or pruning algorithm.
So, trees are always fully developed so as to obtain leaves as pure as possible in terms of the
output lassi ation.
For ensemble algorithms, the more trees are aggregated, the better is the improvement of
error rates. For all ensemble variants, we built T = 50 trees. On most problems, larger values
of T would give negligible improvements. For extra-trees, we have tried two values of the s ore
threshold: sth = 0:0 and sth = 0:1. The random forests method also depends on only one
parameter, k, whi h is the number of randomly sele ted attributes onsidered when developing
a test node. In our experiments, we have xed the value of k to the square root of the total
number of attributes. This heuristi value has been suggested by the author of the algorithm
in [8℄ and he laims that it gives error rates near to the optimum on most problems.
To ompare our algorithm with the fastest possible implementation of lassi al trees, we have
used pre-sorting for ea h tree variant that requires optimization of the dis retization thresholds
(i.e. all methods but extra-trees).

5.2 Experimentation proto ol
On ea h problem, the dataset has been divided into a learning and a test sample whi h respe tive
sizes are given in Table 5.2 (respe tively #LS and #T S ). The experiment is repeated 10 times
by randomizing the LS/TS split. Table 5.2 gives the average and standard deviation of some
statisti s estimated from these 10 runs. The rst olumn is the error rate, the se ond one the
omplexity of the tree (the total number of nodes of the tree or of the ensemble of trees) and
the last olumns give the omputing times (in mse ) respe tively for growing and testing the
models1. These results are dis ussed in the next subse tions.

5.3 A ura y
The rst variant of extra-trees is always better than the se ond one and it also produ es less
omplex trees. Ex ept on Two-norm, a s ore threshold of 0:1 always produ es simpler and
more a urate trees. The e e t of ltering is espe ially important on Isolet where otherwise
extra-trees are worst than lassi al trees.
Whatever the variant and the value of the s ore threshold, extra-trees improve de ision tree
a ura y very signi antly on all problems (ex ept on Isolet when sth = 0). They also improves
the a ura y with respe t to bagging on most problems. The improvement with sth = 0:1 is not
signi ant on Waveform, Two-norm, Satellite, and Isolet but it is more important on the other
four problems (on Mnist, with the rst variant only). The omparison with random forests is
more tight. Extra-trees with sth = 0:1 slightly win on 5 problems and loose on 3 problems. The
di eren e is signi ant on only one problem, Isolet, where random forests are better than extratrees. However, on this latter problem, the high number of attributes suggests that extra-trees
(whi h are more randomized than bagging and random forests) would require a higher number
1

The system is implemented in C and runs on a pentium 4 2.4GHz with 1Go of main memory. In our experiments, data and models are stored in main memory.
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Table 3.

Dataset
Waveform

Method
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra-trees 1 (0:0)
Extra-trees 1 (0:1)
Extra-trees 2 (0:0)
Extra-trees 2 (0:1)
Two-norm
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Satellite
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Pendigits
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Dig44
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Letter
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Isolet
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)
Mnist
One DT
Bagging
Random forests
Extra trees 1 (0:0)
Extra trees 1 (0:1)
Extra trees 2 (0:0)
Extra trees 2 (0:1)

Experiment results

Error (%)
Complexity
Growing (mse )
24:78  1:03
833  22
1284  38
16:75  0:99 29717  256
43498  613
15:95  1:32 38229  296
11722  100
16:54  1:20 244023  1083
1026  10
15:44  0:89 127217  761
2455  48
16:72  1:22 246716  1129
932  6
15:40  0:83 128007  675
1746  37
14:89  0:77
1009  22
4476  214
3:31  0:31 36430  259
139986  963
3:15  0:36 48310  170
27087  173
3:07  0:46 306284  934
1654  5
3:32  0:35 157216  692
6533  63
3:65  0:34 310667  1354
1483  5
3:67  0:43 159169  793
4621  44
14:68  0:27
732  21
723  12
9:73  0:36 26411  330
25465  348
8:95  0:56 34145  299
6717  59
9:88  0:48 172545  1269
925  10
8:93  0:40 113559  952
2208  55
10:01  0:48 185031  1238
890  6
9:08  0:44 121323  995
1597  23
3:82  0:28
487  22
529  17
1:74  0:23 19775  370
19164  248
0:98  0:14 29222  489
6930  54
1:15  0:08 220085  2942
1429  12
0:82  0:12 132621  2004
1586  19
1:52  0:20 275092  2365
1524  11
1:05  0:17 172633  2041
1507  16
13:10  0:54
2301  26
6288  114
7:44  0:47 84640  788
203891  2483
4:98  0:33 115328  1060
55340  231
5:48  0:38 761721  4998
4218  68
4:35  0:40 453526  2580
4699  40
6:87  0:42 877359  2719
4457  56
4:83  0:40 526620  3018
4517  26
12:51  0:52
3707  34
943  7
6:76  0:46 141261  646
33840  155
3:85  0:38 199388  1315
14564  76
4:81  0:39 812938  3987
5971  25
3:84  0:43 557215  3175
6647  31
5:25  0:31 836460  4177
6144  44
4:25  0:37 582029  1897
6177  42
17:96  0:85
938  10
175359  1822
8:630.64
35119  410
5325362  29173
5:99  0:71 62102  546
318709  1265
19:26  0:68 534433  1468
3286  17
8:52  0:66 388136  2245
4447  37
24:22  1:22 550567  912
3336  12
9:62  0:77 422002  1752
4252  35
11:77  0:20
7138  65
357815  50270
4:64  0:26 263114  556 12539385  373057
3:20  0:14 457989  963
1628626  9226
4:71  0:20 3093799  5874
41500  798
3:36  0:19 1754887  6809 589975  26747
7:35  0:23 3839282  10688 60606  1145
4:48  0:20 2151508  5211 487030  6288
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Test (mse )
13
35  5
35  5
65  5
42  4
65  5
43  4
44
127  4
118  4
153  5
124  4
157  5
123  4
2:0  4
98  4
104  4
145  5
118  4
150  4
118  4
5:0  5
154:0  4
156:0  4
242  6
198:0  4
258  4
210:0  4
24
260  6
282  4
447  8
350  0
467  10
370  4
93
293  4
344  4
538  6
427  4
547  5
442  4
24
122  4
160  0
276  7
241  3
279  5
242  4
45  14
1960  112
1796  18
3607  170
2294  21
2976  115
2167  22

of trees to an el out the e e t of the randomization. And, indeed, in reasing T to 200 trees on
this problem redu es the error of the rst variant of extra-trees with sth = 0:1 to 6:42% while
the error of random forests be omes 5:58%. So, even on this problem, the di eren e between
the two algorithms is not very signi ant.

5.4 Computational eÆ ien y
As expe ted, de ision tree bagging multiplies the omputing times of single trees by a fa tor
lose to 50. Random forests are mu h more eÆ ient but they still in reases very signi antly
the omputing times of single trees (by a fa tor 9 in average). Extra-trees allow to redu e
very strongly the omputing times with respe t to bagging and random forests. When sth = 0,
growing 50 extra-trees is even faster than growing one regular tree on ve problems (Waveform,
Two-norm, Dig44, Isolet, and Mnist). Of ourse, the variant with sth = 0:1 is often slower but the
di eren e is signi ant only on Waveform, Two-norm, Satellite, and Mnist. On several problems,
the onstru tion of 50 extra-trees with sth = 0:1 still requires omparable (on Waveform, Twonorm, and Mnist) or less time (on Dig44 and Isolet2 ) than the onstru tion of a single lassi al
tree. From the point of view of omputing times, the se ond variant of extra-trees is better than
the rst one, even though it builds more omplex trees. Nevertheless, the improvement is not
very important.
Even if the models indu ed by our algorithm are very omplex, their use also remains
extremely eÆ ient. The test of one instan e requires less than one millise ond on all problems
and whatever the algorithm. Note also that even if the in rease of omplexity with respe t
to bagging and random forests is important on some problems, omputing times for testing
extra-trees are only slightly higher.

5.5 Dis ussion
With the same omputational e ort, the extra-tree method is thus mu h more a urate than
de ision trees. Its main advantage with respe t to other ensemble methods like bagging and
random forests is again its omputational eÆ ien y. Between the two variants, the rst one
should be preferred sin e it is only slightly slower and it produ es less omplex and more
a urate models. Although the use of a s ore threshold makes the method less elegant and adds
some omplexity to the algorithm, the ltering of random split nevertheless seems ne essary
to obtain the best possible results in terms of a ura y. However, it is interesting to note that,
on our problems, ompletely random trees (obtained with sth = 0) are often ompetitive with
lassi al de ision trees and bagging in terms of a ura y.
At this point, it is nevertheless important to make some omments about the way our
experiments have been arried out:

{ We have not use any pruning. Pruning single de ision trees

{
{

2

ould de rease error rates with
respe t to full trees. However, from the analysis presented in [2℄, we do not expe t that it
will improve very mu h the a ura y of ensemble methods.
The s ore measure we use in our experiments is based on the omputation of logarithms.
Computing times ould be redu ed by using a s ore measure, like the gini entropy, that does
not use logarithms and hen e is faster to ompute. Of ourse, the lassi al TDIDT algorithm
and bagging, whi h ompute many s ores, would take more advantage of this improvement.
Our experiments with only two values of the s ore threshold show that totally random trees,
although more elegant, are unfortunately not the best in terms of a ura y. The ombination
of our s ore measure and a threshold of 0.1 seems to work well in most problems (at least
in omparison with random forests) but it is lear that further experiments are ne essary
to study the exa t impa t of the s ore threshold on a ura y and omputing times.

On this problem, there is a high number of attributes and these attributes take their values on the real axis.
Consequently, the number of potential values of dis retization thresholds is very important and this explains
the very impressive improvement of omputing times with the extra-trees.
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{ Along the same idea, we have not tried di
{

erent values of the parameter k in random forests.
Just like the s ore threshold, this parameter in uen es both the a ura y and the omputing
times of the method and it would be interesting to study the impa t of its value.
One potential drawba k of extra-trees is their very high omplexity. While, fortunately,
this high omplexity does not ome with high omputing times for testing, it an be very
detrimental in terms of the memory required to store the model. This question ertainly
deserves further experiments.

6 Con lusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a new ensemble methods based on de ision trees. This method
onsists in growing trees by hoosing their tests fully at random. On our test problems, this
method is almost as fast as lassi al trees and improves very signi antly their a ura y. It is
also mu h faster and often more a urate than bagging and it gives omparable error rates with
random forests but again more eÆ iently. Another ontribution of this paper is to show, by
the extreme nature of the proposed algorithm, that it is possible to take mu h freedom with
respe t to the lassi al TDIDT algorithm to design new ensemble methods. In parti ular, the
good behaviour of extra-trees shows that the optimization of the dis retization threshold is
not relevant anymore in the ontext of ensemble methods. Of ourse, other variants ould be
imagined besides the two variants proposed here that ould be better from the point of view of
a ura y and/or omputational eÆ ien y.
Besides mining very large datasets, our method ould also be very interesting in the ontext
of in remental and adaptive learning. In su h appli ations, the learning algorithm should be
able to update the model when new instan es are available and possibly to adapt itself to an
output lassi ation that evolves with time when new data arrive (i.e. the problem of on ept
drift). As the dependen e of the tests on the learning sample is very low in extra-trees, it should
be possible to design an eÆ ient in remental version of this algorithm.
From a more theoreti al point of view, the question of the good behaviour of ensemble
methods is still an open question in ma hine learning. Although we have not addressed this
question in this paper, we arry out in [15℄ an empiri al study of ensemble methods from the
point of view of bias and varian e. This study shows that P&C methods works mainly by
redu ing the varian e of de ision trees while on the other hand they often in rease their bias.
Other analysis are given for example in [11℄ or [7℄. In both papers, the improvement of a ura y
with ensemble methods is related to a measure of the diversity among the predi tions given by
the models of the ensemble.
Finally, there also exist other re ent learning algorithms whi h share several ni e hara teristi s with P&C methods with trees ( omputational eÆ ien y, possibility to handle a very
large number of variables, robustness, generality...). It would be interesting to ompare all these
algorithms. For example, boosting (see [16℄ for the most re ent variants) is another family of
ensemble methods. Unlike P&C algorithms, models in a boosted ensemble are built sequentially
by updating the learning sample a ording to the models that have already been grown. In several empiri al omparisons, boosting has been shown to be signi antly better than bagging
(e.g. [2℄). Support ve tor ma hines [10℄ often give very impressive results in terms of a ura y
and there also exist very eÆ ient implementation of this algorithm [14℄.
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